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Agriculture throughoutcenturies

The starting of Agriculture
The developmentof Agriculture

AgriculturalRevolutionGreen Revolution



Starting and development of Agriculture
Between 10.000 and 8.000 years ago people started planting grain andvegetable seeds mainly in Asia, Africa, Europe, along big rivers such as the Nile.People were nomads and used to live in small clans spending their lives huntingand gathering.
Roman Agriculture was characterized by the invention of new farmingtechniques such as specific irrigation and over three year crop rotation.techniques such as specific irrigation and over three year crop rotation.
During Feudalism the trade with Eastern countries improved and Crusades
started new product imports such as rice, spinach, saffron and many others.
In Renaissance Agriculture the amount of farming land expanded thanks to
new irrigation systems and hydraulic machinery.
With the Discovery of America and thanks to exploration, a wide exchange of
new plants and animals took place.
Agriculture was revolutioned with the large plantations.



Lifestyle of ancient farmers
• It was a hard life: ancient farmers didn’t have modern facilities
• they were controlled by lords
• they had to pay out money in taxes to the church or lords
• they worked free on church land
• water to cook usually came from  local rivers or streams but it was used also as way of getting rid of their wastealso as way of getting rid of their waste
• children didn’t attend any school, many died before six because of widespread diseases. As soon as possible they joined their parents working on the land.
• people worked from 12 to 16 hours a day for their landowner with a poor salary which only allowed them to survive.
• a few days after delivery women had to go back to work
• cows had to be milked at 3.00 so man used  to sleep in stable where manure vapours caused many problems because those places weren’t properly aired.



Due to the rise of population searching for more and more food

Agricultural Revolution

Innovations, new ideas, machinery were developed

More and various food for people and  animals Soil improvement due to nitrogen fixed years



Before Agricultural Revolution

Open field system

Many people exploited fields Animal grazed on the same land
All the agricultural operations were made by hand •More labour

•More waste timeOpen field system
(extensive cultivation)

Large unfenced fields
Low production

3rd crop rotation

made by hand •More waste time

Unselected breeding
Unproductive incomparison tothe selective one.



After Revolution

4th crop rotation :

Selective breeding
That consists of selecting the fittest and strongest animals to increase the production

Enclosure  fields were fenced because of animal 
graze and extensive cultivation weren’t of any advantage to farmers.4th crop rotation :

1°wheat   2°clover   3° turnips   4° barley
New machinery
For example seed drills (1700)
•Less labour
•Less time
•More products

advantage to farmers.



Industrial Revolution

With the Industrial Revolution new machines increased food production with fewer laborers. There were discovered mineral fertilizers and new With the Industrial Revolution new machines increased food production with fewer laborers. There were discovered mineral fertilizers and new tools and processes were developed.



Green Revolution

What green revolution is
It Is a period when the production of global agriculture increases drastically thanks to new chemical fertilizers, synthetic herbicides and pesticides and the use of high yield crops.

Advantages
Higher production to feed the growing human population

Green Revolution

Norman Borlaug
He was a scientist who developed a strain ofwheat that could resist to diseases. 

Issues of green revolution
The use of chemical fertilizers andpesticides affects the environment byincreasing pollution and soil erosion.Irrigation may cause waste water and awaste in energy.

Main goal: to deplete HUNGER in the world
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